CASE STUDY
Kirkgate City Market
Leeds

Refurbishment of Leeds Kirkgate Market included
a programme of maintenance and renewals .This
work was needed to ensure the market buildings
and stalls complied with health and safety
legislation, were well maintained and efficient to
run. The 1976 and 1981 Halls have been retained
and their roof coverings replaced.

THE PROJECT

THE CHALLENGE

Refurbishment of Leeds

The interesting feature of the project is the stepped nature of the

Kirkgate Market included a

roof requiring not only a safety line on each level, to provide secure

programme of maintenance

access for maintenance across all areas, but also access from one

and renewals (‘Fixing the

level to the next.

Basics’). This work was needed
to ensure the market buildings
and stalls complied with
health and safety legislation,
were well maintained and
efficient to run. The 1976 and
1981 Halls have been retained
and their roof coverings
replaced.

THE SOLUTION
Sayfa Systems were able to provide a total package to cover all
aspects of the safety work by providing an Aviator safety line to
each level and bespoke Payload steps to gain access from one level
to the next.
All Sayfa products are designed in house and are rigorously tested
to ensure they meet the latest legislative requirements. The Aviator
safety lines benefit from having a range of bases that are adapted
to all roof types from a simple fixing into PVC membrane over
marine ply to all types of more complex roof types including green
roofs.
The Payload range of access ladders and platforms are based on a
unitary system which is adaptable to provide bespoke solutions for
individual requirements.
Recent additions to the Aviator range include 'Raptor Rail' an abseil
rail providing total access to all facades and 'Davit Arms DA 300
and 400' providing both personnel and goods access and lifting
facilities with movable arms to fixed bases.
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